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the term cell state transition refers to the process by which cells change states over time such
transitions are an intrinsic part of embryonic development as cells progressively differentiate they
are also crucial during homeostasis and tissue repair as damaged and worn cells are replaced to
maintain tissue function an approach called cell state transition assessment and regulation uses
diverse multiomics data to map cell states model their transitions and understand the signalling
networks that origins of phase transitions molecular cellular and multicellular phase transitions in
inert physical systems are controlled by a limited number of control parameters such as
temperature phase transitions in biological systems are also increasingly well studied at the level of
cells and tissues a critical transition between ordered and disordered states was observed
experimentally in groups of migrating goldfish keratocytes and the results can be well fit with a
computational model of flocking caterina la porta and stefano zapperi discuss how a suitable
identification of the control and order parameters can shed light on the nature of phase transitions
in cell migration taken together these studies reveal a number of interesting features of liquid
phase transitions in cells they can occur in two or three dimensions they involve the assembly of
small macromolecular complexes through multivalent interactions and they can form mesoscale to
micrometerscale fluid phases 13 in specific brain cell types cell state transitions are associated with
large scale alterations in the 3 dimensional 3d chromatin architecture and chromatin interactions
over long distances indicating that high order chromatin structure is crucial for consolidating
terminally differentiated cell states here we describe a new approach to infer quantitative cell
state transition dynamics in which cells transition stochastically and independently from one
heritable gene expression state to another this approach does not require sorting perturbations or
fluorescent reporters of gene expression phase transitions from a static to a moving phase are
observed in a variety of physical systems and are thought to play a key role in cellular assemblies
such as healthy and cancerous tissue during transitions between cell states a multitude of
parameters may change from the promoters that are active to the rnas and proteins that are
expressed and modified cells can also phase transitions occur throughout nature the most familiar
example is the one that occurs in water the abrupt discontinuous transition from a liquid to a gas or
a solid induced by a subtle environmental change practically magical the ever so slight shift of
temperature or pressurecan induce an astonishing transition from one using analogies from inert
passive materials changes in cellular density shape rearrangements and or migration were shown
to result in collective transitions between solid and fluid states however what biological
mechanisms govern these transitions remains an open question we demonstrate that a soft fluid
phase specific to mesenchyme like cells appears through excluded volume interactions and self
propulsion of each cell the observed phase transitions were accompanied by the percolation of
topological defects providing a fresh perspective on mesenchymal cell dynamics that is
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experimentally verifiable the findings raise an interesting analogy between p granule dynamics
and liquid gas phase transition when the concentration of a gas increases above a certain threshold
the saturation concentration liquid droplets nucleate in the gas and grow by exchange of molecules
between the two phases the cell cycle inhibitor rb similar to the yeast whi5 undergoes dilution
during cell development in the g1 phase thereby facilitating the initiation of g1 s transition
citation 67 notably rb functions as the mammalian equivalent of whi5 by inhibiting the primary
transcription factor e2f which is crucial for the mammalian cell cycle the notch signaling pathway
drives transitions in differentiation capacities during the gradual loss of potency that occurs in the
preimplantation mouse embryo before the onset of the first lineage decisions transition cells are
characterized by their transient dynamics during cell fate switch 3 or their mixed identities from
multiple cell states 5 different from the well defined stable learn how signals are relayed inside a
cell starting from the cell membrane receptor the chains of molecules that relay intracellular
signals are known as intracellular signal transduction pathways credit nature 2024 doi 10 1038
s41586 024 07527 5 interactions between two key structures within cells help establish the front to
back polarity that is essential to cell migration disrupting pbaf in cd8 t cells improved tumor
control that was augmented by pd 1 pathway blockade thus swi snf complexes mediate major
epigenetic transitions in cd8 t cell differentiation and have potential as therapeutic targets in
cancer and immunotherapy
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the term cell state transition refers to the process by which cells change states over time such
transitions are an intrinsic part of embryonic development as cells progressively differentiate they
are also crucial during homeostasis and tissue repair as damaged and worn cells are replaced to
maintain tissue function
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an approach called cell state transition assessment and regulation uses diverse multiomics data to
map cell states model their transitions and understand the signalling networks that
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origins of phase transitions molecular cellular and multicellular phase transitions in inert physical
systems are controlled by a limited number of control parameters such as temperature
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phase transitions in biological systems are also increasingly well studied at the level of cells and
tissues a critical transition between ordered and disordered states was observed experimentally in
groups of migrating goldfish keratocytes and the results can be well fit with a computational
model of flocking
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caterina la porta and stefano zapperi discuss how a suitable identification of the control and order
parameters can shed light on the nature of phase transitions in cell migration
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taken together these studies reveal a number of interesting features of liquid phase transitions in
cells they can occur in two or three dimensions they involve the assembly of small
macromolecular complexes through multivalent interactions and they can form mesoscale to
micrometerscale fluid phases 13
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in specific brain cell types cell state transitions are associated with large scale alterations in the 3
dimensional 3d chromatin architecture and chromatin interactions over long distances indicating
that high order chromatin structure is crucial for consolidating terminally differentiated cell states
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here we describe a new approach to infer quantitative cell state transition dynamics in which cells
transition stochastically and independently from one heritable gene expression state to another this
approach does not require sorting perturbations or fluorescent reporters of gene expression
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Sep 17 2023

phase transitions from a static to a moving phase are observed in a variety of physical systems and
are thought to play a key role in cellular assemblies such as healthy and cancerous tissue
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during transitions between cell states a multitude of parameters may change from the promoters
that are active to the rnas and proteins that are expressed and modified cells can also
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phase transitions occur throughout nature the most familiar example is the one that occurs in
water the abrupt discontinuous transition from a liquid to a gas or a solid induced by a subtle
environmental change practically magical the ever so slight shift of temperature or pressurecan
induce an astonishing transition from one

pulling the strings on solid to liquid phase transitions in
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using analogies from inert passive materials changes in cellular density shape rearrangements and
or migration were shown to result in collective transitions between solid and fluid states however
what biological mechanisms govern these transitions remains an open question
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May 13 2023

we demonstrate that a soft fluid phase specific to mesenchyme like cells appears through excluded
volume interactions and self propulsion of each cell the observed phase transitions were
accompanied by the percolation of topological defects providing a fresh perspective on
mesenchymal cell dynamics that is experimentally verifiable

phase transition in a cell science

Apr 12 2023

the findings raise an interesting analogy between p granule dynamics and liquid gas phase
transition when the concentration of a gas increases above a certain threshold the saturation
concentration liquid droplets nucleate in the gas and grow by exchange of molecules between the
two phases

full article the regulatory network for the g1 s transition

Mar 11 2023

the cell cycle inhibitor rb similar to the yeast whi5 undergoes dilution during cell development in
the g1 phase thereby facilitating the initiation of g1 s transition citation 67 notably rb functions as



the mammalian equivalent of whi5 by inhibiting the primary transcription factor e2f which is
crucial for the mammalian cell cycle

transitions in cell potency during early mouse development

Feb 10 2023

the notch signaling pathway drives transitions in differentiation capacities during the gradual loss
of potency that occurs in the preimplantation mouse embryo before the onset of the first lineage
decisions

dissecting transition cells from single cell transcriptome

Jan 09 2023

transition cells are characterized by their transient dynamics during cell fate switch 3 or their
mixed identities from multiple cell states 5 different from the well defined stable

signal transduction pathway cell signaling article khan

Dec 08 2022

learn how signals are relayed inside a cell starting from the cell membrane receptor the chains of
molecules that relay intracellular signals are known as intracellular signal transduction pathways

study pushes understanding of how cells migrate phys org

Nov 07 2022

credit nature 2024 doi 10 1038 s41586 024 07527 5 interactions between two key structures within
cells help establish the front to back polarity that is essential to cell migration

the swi snf chromatin remodeling complexes baf cell press

Oct 06 2022

disrupting pbaf in cd8 t cells improved tumor control that was augmented by pd 1 pathway
blockade thus swi snf complexes mediate major epigenetic transitions in cd8 t cell differentiation
and have potential as therapeutic targets in cancer and immunotherapy
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